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HIGHJUMP’S SLOTTING
APPLICATION
Highjump’s Slotting Application Provides You With Slotting
Recommendations In A Concise, Easy-To-Understand
Format And Allows You To Accept Or Decline These
Recommendations Individually Or In Groups

FEATURES

ACHIEVING OPTIMAL WAREHOUSE EFFICIENCY


Minimal data requirements

User-selectable slotting

To maintain competitive advantage and meet customer demands in today’s challenging
environment, most organizations look to cut operational costs and increase facility
throughput without adding personnel. However, achieving this can be difficult given
that every distribution environment contains a limited set of resources—people,
equipment, products and available storage space—which must be optimized to achieve
a positive impact on fulfillment and distribution activities. Two components critical to this
optimization are where products are slotted and the distance people have to travel to
pick them—especially when it comes to fast-moving items.

strategies

Seamless integration with

HighJump WMS solutions

BENEFITS

Ease of setup, maintenance and

use

Generates continuous ROI from

slotting as required by your
business

Re-optimizes based on your
strategic goals

Facilitates fast response to
changes occurring in your
business

Allows for integration into total
work plan

HIGHJUMP’S SLOTTING APPLICATION—INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY, MAXIMIZE
PAYBACK
Our solution is a powerful, yet easy-to-manage slotting and re-slotting application that
optimizes the storage of goods in your warehouse—resulting in higher productivity and
greater facility throughout. This robust application integrates seamlessly with HighJump
Software’s warehouse management system to exchange product demand information
critical for optimal slotting plans.
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KEY BENEFITS INCLUDE:
 Optimize product placement on a continual basis—Whether you’re creating an initial
slotting plan for your warehouse or re-slotting as your needs change, HighJump’s
slotting application optimizes product placement with a breadth of functionality.
 Maximize space utilization—Because your warehouse space is valuable, optimizing
product placement is essential. Slotting products according to the way business drives
your warehouse operations helps to ensure no storage space is wasted.
 Improve worker safety—Slotting products in the “golden zone” reduces visual search
time and minimizes the amount of movement required for retrieval. This results
in easy-to-reach placements that keep worker safety in the forefront while their
productivity and throughput soar.
 Minimize travel to maximize efficiency—HighJump’s slotting application takes miles
out of the paths pickers travel on a daily basis, which translates into faster fill rates and
more on-time, accurate shipments.
 Improve key performance metrics—With an increase in warehouse efficiency,
management will see related improvements in key metrics such as picks per hour,
cycle times and inventory turns.

THE FUNCTIONALITY YOU NEED
HighJump’s slotting application provides you with slotting recommendations in a
concise, easy-to-understand format and allows you to accept or decline these
recommendations individually or in groups (by pick area, put-away class, etc.). It also
supports your decision-making processes with a wealth of historical product throughput
analysis to empower you to evaluate the outcome of previous slotting decisions.

A VARIETY OF SLOTTING OPTIONS
Utilizing historical or forecasted product usage information—or a combination of the
two—you can create optimal slotting. HighJump’s slotting application provides an
extensible set of slotting strategies to help you achieve your specific slotting goals:
 Slot by velocity—Slot items by velocity into locations based on fit and picking flow.
 Slot by fit—Maximize cube utilization by selecting a location that closely fits the item
and sequence defined by its velocity.
 Balance zones—Distribute velocity across zones as evenly as possible.
 Slot by velocity w/bulk picking—Slot assuming that smaller units of measure can be
aggregated into bulk picks.

ABOUT HIGHJUMP

In almost every industry, buyers are
becoming more fickle, and more
demanding. For logistics executives,
effectively meeting buyer needs has
become a relentless quest for speed and
agility. Traditional supply chain solutions
– siloed, complex and hard-to-implement –
no longer suffice, as competitors find ways
to deliver goods faster and more profitably.
In this “now” economy, HighJump helps
you stay agile, with adaptable, connected
solutions that harness the power of
your trading partner community. From
the warehouse to the storefront, from
the desktop to the driver’s cab, we can
help you achieve new levels of supply
chain responsiveness, performance and
profitability.
HighJump’s suite of warehouse
management, business integration,
transportation management, and retail/
DSD solutions form a complete, powerful
and adaptable platform that allow you
to drive growth, customer satisfaction
and revenue. HighJump: supply chain
accelerated.

ADAPTABILITY TO MEET YOUR UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS
Different warehouse environments and any number of product characteristics may
create situations that traditional slotting solutions cannot accommodate easily or
cost-effectively. Our solution distinctively empowers you to configure different slotting
methods as your business changes. This is possible with HighJump Software’s flexible
product architecture and adaptability tools, which facilitate system configuration
without the cost of custom code-based changes. The result is a solution that provides
continual optimization possibilities based on your strategic goals and changing business
requirements.

THE HIGHJUMP TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!
If you have any questions regarding HighJump or how our products can improve
your business, our passionate team is here for you.

Call us today at 800.328.3271. or email info@highjump.com
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